In a recent paper,1 T. Szele proved that a division ring D is orderable if and only if the additive and multiplicative semigroup 5 generated by the nonzero squares of elements of D does not contain the zero element of D. The present paper extends this result to a domain of integrity K.
Let us denote by K* the set of nonzero elements of K. The domain of integrity K is said to be orderable if and only if there exists an additive and multiplicative semigroup P (the positive elements) contained in K* such that K*=P\J(-P).
If K does not have a unit element, then there exists a unique minimal domain of integrity K having a unit element and containing K.2 It is not too difficult to show that K is orderable if and only if K is orderable. For this reason, we assume henceforth that K has a unit element.
An element a of K* is called even if there exist elements au ■ • • , an in K* such that a is a product of the 2« elements fli, • • • , an, au • • ■ , an in some order. We denote by 5 the additive semigroup generated by the even elements of K*. The theorem we wish to prove is as follows.
Theorem.
The domain of integrity K is orderable if and only if SCK*.
The proof of this theorem will come after a few preliminary remarks. CiEA, ait kiEK*, in some order. Thus bEA1 and ¿4/i!=.4z.
To prove that A1 is an additive semigroup, let aiEA1 with a¿?íO. Then there exist c,G^4 such that a¿c,G^4. Since EA; and B=A\JF'V)(A + F'), where F' is the additive semigroup generated by F. Since dF'EA, evidently F'EK*. To prove that BEK*, let us assume OEB. Then 0=a+f for some aEA and/GF'. Since (-d)(-f)EA, also ( -d)aEA. However A'=A, and therefore -dEA. This contradiction proves that BEK*, and the lemma follows. Proof of theorem. If K is orderable, so that K*=P*U( -P) for some additive and multiplicative semigroup P, then it is easy to see that SQPEK*.
On the other hand, if SEK*, let 21 be the subset of © containing all A such that SQAEK*. By Zorn's lemma, 21 has a maximal element P. In view of Lemma 1, we must have Pl = P. That K*=P KJ( -P) is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.
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In case K is a division ring, the set S coincides with the set generated by the perfect squares as used by Szele. This follows easily from the identity xyx = (xy)2(y~1)2y, x, yEK*.
If the domain of integrity K is ordered, say K* = P\J( -P), then for an extension L of K the ordering of K can be extended to an ordering of L if and only if TEL*, where T is the additive semigroup in L generated by PE. The proof of this result is much the same as that of the above theorem. This generalizes Theorem 2 of Szele's paper to a domain of integrity. , and others that an integral function may be made "to grow" arbitrarily rapidly along the real axis or along other curves extending to infinity. Ketchum
[2] has considered the corresponding problem for more general point sets. He investigated sets such that, for any given function G(z) 2:0, there exists a function/(z) which is analytic except where G(z) is unbounded and which satisfies the inequality I /(*) | ^ G(z)
for every point z of the set. In the publication of his results Ketchum [2] proposed a corresponding problem in which the additional restriction is placed on the function f(z) that it be nonvanishing except at certain specified points of the complement of the set. In particular, suppose Si, S2, • • • is an infinite sequence of simply-connected regions whose closures are nonintersecting and whose only "sequential limit point" is the point at infinity. Then, if \Mi\ is any preassigned sequence of positive constants, does there exist a nonvanishing integral function f(z) such that |/(3) I =il7< when zESÛ Presented to the Society, April 26, 1952; received by the editors October 15, 1951.
